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Professional Intuitive, Transformational Speaker & Coach

Training that Transforms
Content-rich presentations delivered with infectious enthusiasm
to inspire workplace vitality and thriving
For over 20 years, Cheryl Brewster has inspired audiences to use intuitive communication skills to revitalize personal and team
perspectives, especially when things get challenging. In her custom tailored programs, Cheryl’s refreshing approach guides
leaders, teams and individuals to clarify communication needs, re-frame challenges, and inspire action for more cohesive
workplace interactions.

Cheryl’s passion for inspiring excellence comes from
her experience in the corporate world combined with
her expertise in coaching and facilitation. She knows
what it’s like to work under time challenged, high
stress conditions. A gifted presenter, she delivers
powerful, memorable keynotes to support the specific
needs of business, local government and the health
care industry. Cheryl’s keynotes, workshops and online training are filled with practical tools for positive,
vibrant team-oriented attitudes and solutions. Her
passion for research and life-long learning include the
latest discoveries in neuro-science. As a result, her
presentations are lively, experiential and intriguing, to
better anchor learning outcomes

Transformational
Communication
Keynotes & Workshops
Intuition in Business
Avoid Burnout-Stay Resilient
Radical Tools for
Conflict Resolution

Contact Cheryl:
Cheryl@TheIntuitiveLife.com
604-781-4022
TheIntuitiveLife.com

Transformational Communication Topics
Radical Tools for
Conflict Resolution
Participants learn practical skills to
move beyond confrontation and
experience the joy of resolving
conflicts collaboratively

Intuition in Sales
and Business
Tap into what's really going on for
you, your customer and your
business - intuition answers the
question: how can I create wealth in
inspired, authentic ways?
Donut carrot cake jujubes powder
danish danish bear claw danish.
Sugar plum powder brownie danish
topping chocolate cake.

Avoid Burnout and
Stay Resilient
Tools for front-line and
management teams, to reduce
stress, feed team morale and thrive
in an atmosphere that promotes
vibrancy and vitality

TESTIMONIAL
Cheryl Brewster is an outstanding speaker, educating and inspiring her audiences for peak performance, particularly when
they find themselves in difficult circumstances. Cheryl’s dynamic delivery coupled with relevant, well-crafted content hits
the mark every time, whether on stage via keynote, live-streamed across the country, or through international webinars.
Cheryl puts heart into her training and participants come away feeling more knowledgeable and empowered in their roles.
We highly recommend her services to any organization wanting to increase productivity and successful outcomes.
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